Newsletter for Friday, June 11, 2021

Parshas Korach

Dates to Remember
● June 16- Last day of school! Dismissal at 1:00 for preschool, 1:30 for K and El.
● June 20- Optional family portraits, by appointment only.

Announcements
● Happy 4th birthday To Moshe Hildeshaim. Mazal tov!
● Happy 8th birthday to Yisrael Mayer Baylis. Mazal tov!
● Mazal tov to our upcoming kindergarten graduates: Shmulie Berkovich, Elana Tamar
Baylis, Menachem Bennish, Ethan Esquivel, Dovi Kulek, Zalmy Mirviss, & Gedalya
Sherman.
● Mazal tov to the Zayan, Spero and Adar families on the graduation of their children from
8th grade this past week.
● Good luck to the Ribak Family on their impending move to California...we will miss you!
OT and Zones of Regulation
This year we have had weekly group OT sessions. The children have learned to identify
how they are feeling, and what color zone they are in. They learned that just like a traffic light, if
you are in the yellow zone you should slow down, and if you are in the red zone you should stop
immediately. If you are in the blue zone you are experiencing a feeling of discomfort and your
body is often moving slowly. For example, if you are hurt, tired or bored you are in the Blue Zone.
The children also learned that even if one is in an undesirable zone, we should not act
unexpectedly. When we act in an unexpected way, it can cause others to have uncomfortable
thoughts about us. We have learned how to read other people’s facial and body language to figure
out what zone they are in, and what that could show us about the way we are acting.
We went through our daily schedule, and tracked what zone we are usually in. We learned
how to use different types of sensory tools to help us get out of the yellow, red or blue zone, and
back to the green zone. We practiced deep diaphragmatic breathing using different visuals and
handouts, as well as other regulatory sensory tools. On some occasions, we also worked on
regulatory and core-strengthening activities during line time. The Morahs participated as well, and
learned how to continue these activities with their classes on a regular basis.
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Korach Questions- Primary

1. What is the name of this week’s Parsha? (Korach)
2. How did Korach feel about Aaron? (Jealous)
3. Why was Korach jealous of Aaron? (He wanted to be a Kohen also)
4. Some tzitzis are only white, and some have a string that is a different color. What
color is it? (Blue)
5. What did Korach’s tzitzis look like? (All blue)
6. *Bonus: What did Korach ask Moshe? (If the tzitzis is all blue, does it still need a
blue string?)
7. What did Moshe answer? (Yes)
8. Did Korach show respect to Moshe? (No)
9. What did Korach and his friends try to bring to Hashem? (Karbanos)
10. What happened to Korach and his friends? (The ground opened up and swallowed
them)
11. What did the leader of each shevet bring to Moshe? (A big stick)
12. Where did Moshe put all the sticks? (In the Mishkan)
13. What happened to Aaron’s stick? (It grew flowers and almonds)
14. *Bonus: What did this show the Jewish people? (That Hashem chose Aaron’s family
to serve in the Mishkan)
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Primary- Daisy/Lilac
Dear Parents,
The school year is coming to an end… and what a school year it’s been! Ten months ago
we were planning and hoping for a successful, in-person reopening of school, but were also
wondering what it would really look like, and how long it would last! Baruch Hashem, this year
has exceeded our expectations! With students and staff thrilled to be back in the classroom, each
day in school felt like a gift to be treasured. The learning and growth that we have seen in each
student is immeasurable! How to put it into words, that fit on one page? We will try…!
This year we learned…
● The importance of a predictable routine… and how to still be ok when life is unpredictable.
● That all feelings are ok to feel and name… but we can still control our actions that come
from those feelings.
● That we are all friends… but it’s ok to say No/ Please step away/ I need some space.
● That ice makes everything better.
● To be grateful for our health, our friends, and our classrooms.
● How to polish silver, scrub tables, dust shelves, sweep floors, put on our coats, boots, snow
pants, gloves, hats and masks, clean up after ourselves, pour a drink, and clean a spill.
● How good it feels to do something on my own… and how to ask for help if needed.
● To be proud of myself, and be intrinsically motivated by my own successes.
● To encourage a friend and be proud of their accomplishments.
● How to resolve a conflict with a friend.
● On days when things feel different, the rules are still the same.
● That everyone has things they are good at, and things that are harder for them.
● That Hashem loves us.
● That learning is fun.
● That everyone makes mistakes, and that’s ok.
● That children are resilient.
● If we can get through this, we can get through anything!
Thank you for entrusting your precious children in our care. We will miss them. Have a fun, safe,
relaxing summer. Morahs Mushky, Naomi, Julie, Frieda, Leah Chana.
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Elementary Classroom
WOW!!! Can you believe this is the last newsletter of the year???? I can’t!!! The year flew
by!!! We made it through a whole year with barely any Zoom learning!!! Woohoo!!! What a year it
has been!
There is so much to say about this past year that it is difficult to put it on paper. We have
enjoyed having each of your children in our classroom. We have learned so much from them and
they have grown and matured in the most beautiful ways. If I had to think of the most important
lesson we learned this year, I would say that we have all learned patience, tolerance, respect and
kindness. We have worked on acceptance and being thankful for what we have and everything that
Hashem has given us. Academics are of course a big part of what we have learned this year, but
the real lessons are in our character, motivation and foundation. As Dr. Montessori said “It is the
child who makes the man, and no man exists who was not made by the child he once was.”
This profound statement shook me to the core the first time I read it. Never had I thought about it
in that way. How important therefore is one’s childhood and the lessons he/she learns...both
explicit and implicit?!
This week we started working on our end of the year lapbooks. The children have busily
worked to put into words and pictures the things they most want to remember from this year. We
talked about the excitement that they will, G-d willing, have one day when they sit with their
children (IY”H) and show them the things they did when they were their age. I am not sure they
fully comprehend the meaning of these words, as they are still very young and the thought of such
things is so far away...but someday they will understand.
All of the students have enjoyed learning about the different parts of speech. We have now
learned about Nouns, Articles, Adjectives, Pronouns, Verbs, Adverbs, Prepositions, Conjunctions
and Interjections. We have learned about Proper nouns and their capitalization, compound words,
homophones, synonyms, antonyms, subject verb agreement and much more. The children have
become more proficient readers, many reading above grade level. In math, all the children have
been working hard to progress. This week we learned about squares. We did a really BIG work
called the decanomial where we layed out all the groups of 1-10 and then saw what the squares
were. We wrote the notation to understand what it looks like and means (ex. 42 = 4x4 = 16). This of
course was to give them a glimpse of the concept, not have them start working on this type of math
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yet. Many of the children had a difficult time with the notation, which is ok...they are just finishing
1st and 2nd grades.
In Judaic studies, the children have learned some key conversational phrases and
vocabulary as well as many chumash vocabulary words. They have learned about the parshios and
have retained so much that they have been able to bring up facts from previous stories to back up
the understanding of the parshas we are talking about now. It has been beautiful to watch their
development and understanding… from children who said “I HATE PARSHA” to children who
say “NOOOO...tell us more today...not tomorrow.” Their davening has become stronger and more
confident and their understanding of why we daven has expanded greatly. We had our siyum party
for finishing the shemoneh esrei last week and divided into groups to make and present skits about
an aspect of the amida. Some chose different brachos to portray, while others chose rules of the
davening to share with the class. It was beautiful to see these divrei Torah acted out before our
eyes.
We could go on forever with all the amazing things your children have accomplished, and
how much they have grown, but you see them every day and you have seen their transformation
from that shy 1st grader to that confident child going into 2nd grade… from that 2nd grader
excited to learn to the leader they know they will be this upcoming year in 3rd grade. Our 4th
grader has also grown into a confident and caring leader, who is able to focus on the abstract
concepts of upper elementary and help lead the younger children with kindness and respect.
Going forward and every day, it is important for us to remember that, as Dr. Montessori
pointed out, “Children are human beings to whom respect is due, superior to us by reason of
their innocence and of the greater possibilities of their future.”
We look forward to the possibilities of a brighter, kinder, more compassionate future
brought forth by your children and the seeds of kindness, caring, respect and compassion that have
been sewed. We hope everyone has a restful and happy summer. We will miss those
children/families that are leaving us and we look forward to seeing those that are returning next
year...in the fall.
Have a wonderful Shabbos, a great weekend and a happy and healthy summer!!!
With great love and appreciation,
Morah Daniella, Morah Ninveh and Morah Yasmeen
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We asked our friends in the elementary classroom what they feel was an important lesson
that they learned this year… these were their replies:
1. “Daniel- When I was little I would ask people to do things with me and they wouldn’t want
to and I would hurt them, but after lots of time I’ve learned not to do hurt people when I
ask them to do things and they say no I just feel disappointed but I don’t hurt them.”
2. Noam- “Last year and part of this year I used to complain about how hot I get in the sun
and then this year I learn how to be calmer and not complain about it a lot.”
3. Rikki- “A few years back always if something small or upsetting happened I would get
upset about it and try to think about more ways to be upset about it but this year Morah
Daniella taught us that this day never comes back like you’ll never have this day again or
get it back so you should make it the best and not worry about small things because you
don’t want to look back and think about what you should have done you just want to look
back and be happy. “
4. Caleb- “a few weeks ago I always thought I couldn’t do stuff and I’m not good at anything
but now I know I am good at stuff and I can do things, I learned that I am good at most
things!”
5. Sari- “When I was younger I thought everyone was the same but then I got older I realized
everyone wasn’t the same. I thought everyone liked the same things but now I know that
everyone is different and that its ok to be different.”
6. Levi- “I learned not to punch people so now I won’t punch my sister in the face every
Shabbos and I’m trying to not do that anymore.”
7. Yisrael Mayer- “I don’t cry as much as I used to.”
8. Zalmy- “When people used to do not nice things to me I used to do not nice things back,
and I learned not to do that because then I just make them feel bad too and then we both
feel sad and I get in trouble instead of the other person.”
9. Gedalya- “when I treat others with respect and kindness they will treat me with respect and
kindness”
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Elementary Parshas Korach Questions

1. Who was Korach?
2. What 6 people was Korach jealous of and why?
3. What did Korach’s wife think about his jealousy?
4. What did Korach’s wife say about the Halachos that were being taught by Moshe?
5. What did she decide to do?
6. Korach and 2 other people were the leaders of the complaints to Moshe and
Hashem. Who were the 2 other men?
7. How many people did Korach get to join his rebellion?
8. What is a rebellion?
9. What did Hashem think of this rebellion?
10. What happened to Korach? Did it only happen to him?
11. What happened to the rest of the people that followed Korach?
12. How did Aharon stop the plague that was going on?
13. What did Moshe have all the Nesiim of the Shevatim bring to show that Aharon was
really chosen to be Kohen Gadol by Hashem?
14. What did they find the next day?
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Elementary Parshas Korach Answer Key

1. Who was Korach? (Moshe’s 1st cousin)
2. What 6 people was Korach jealous of and why?
a. Moshe - because he thought he should lead the Jewish people instead.
b. Aharon - because he thought he should be Kohen Gadol instead.
c. Elazar - because he felt he should be Kohen.
d. Isamar - because he felt he should be Kohen.
e. Nachshon - because he felt he was just important and that it was not fair that
he got to carry the leading flag.
f. Eltzafar - because Moshe appointed him to be the Nassi of the Kehos family
and he was younger than Korach.
3. What did Korach’s wife think about his jealousy? (she agreed that he should be
given all those honors)
4. What did Korach’s wife say about the Halachos that were being taught by Moshe?
(she thought they were ridiculous and that Moshe was trying to make them look
foolish)
5. What did she decide to do? (She thought the blue thread on the tzitzis was silly and
that she could make a completely blue garment instead...so she did)
6. Korach and 2 other people were the leaders of the complaints to Moshe and
Hashem. Who were the 2 other men? (Dasan and Aviram)
7. How many people did Korach get to join his rebellion? (250 men)
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8. What is a rebellion? (a war from inside...when people go against the leaders and
laws)
9. What did Hashem think of this rebellion? (he was very angry)
10. What happened to Korach? Did it only happen to him? (the ground opened up and
swallowed him, his family and all their belongings up...there was nothing left to
remember them by)
11. What happened to the rest of the people that followed Korach? (They started getting
sick and dying from a plague)
12. How did Aharon stop the plague that was going on? (he went into the middle of the
camp with ketores/special spices and fire to make it stop)
13. What did Moshe have all the Nesiim of the Shevatim bring to show that Aharon was
really chosen to be Kohen Gadol by Hashem? (give a stick/staff to him - he then put
it in the Mishkan over night)
14. What did they find the next day? (all the sticks looked the same except for Aharon’s,
which had grown flowers and almonds.)
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